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Station 12005+00 to 12140+00......Activities since last SWPPP inspection. Forward progress is still on hold on Spread H while
Precision Pipeline gets caught up on E&S maintenance and noncompliance issues. Extra environmental crews have been helping
the permanent environmental crews with completing punchlist items throughout this area. Crews have also been addressing the
noncompliance situations. An inspection of stream S-MM15 revealed only one more deposit of sediment on the downstream side
of access road MVP-MN-270 that warrants removal, which will occur tomorrow morning. Noncompliance situations have also been
addressed on streams S-MM13 and S-F15. Environmental crews caught up to where mechanical clearing is stopped with new
ECD installation.

Environmental crews nearly finished removal of sediment from stream S-MM15. Crews also completed cleanup of sediment on
stream S-MM13. An environmental crew rebuilt the bridge on stream S-F15 that elicited a noncompliance for timber mat supports
being in the stream bed. The same crew addressed another noncompliance by properly re-installing super silt fence at station
12108+41. Numerous other basic E&S maintenance tasks have been completed also.



37.2650790866811, -80.3082087077948

37.2509580524985, -80.2882215567681

37.3085476365288, -80.0101695210487
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37.3087025678653, -80.0100645190883
Bridges have all been secured with cables to a
deadman, such as here at S-MM15.

Waterbars between stations 12062+00 and
12071+00, ~MP228.62~, were rebuilt today to
meet minimum required height.

Remove trash @ station 12049+00-, MP
228.2. See photo for location.

A denuded area below the neck down for
stream S-G39 was seeded and mulched.

Track hoe operators rebuilding a waterbar @
sta 12028+00, ~MP 227.8~.

One more deposit of sediment warrants
removal before cleanup on stream S-MM15 is
complete.
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